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Find The Errors Questions for Bank Exams IBPS Clerk Pre 

& SBI Clerk Pre 

Find the Errors Quiz 12 

 

Directions: In the following question, some part of the sentence may have 

errors. Find out which part of the sentence has an error and select the 

appropriate option. If a sentence is free from error, select 'No Error'. 

 

1. She was be asked to (A) / write a report about (B) / the meeting that (C) 

/ she attended yesterday. (D) /  No error (E) 
A. She was be asked to 

B. write a report about 

C. the meeting that 

D. she attended yesterday. 

E. No error 

 

2. There will be several (A) / new visa application centers opened (B) / in 

metros across the country (C) / to easy the pressure on embassies. (D) / No 

error (E) 

A. There will be several  

B. new visa application centers opened  

C. in metros across the country  

D. to easy the pressure on embassies.  

E. No error  

 

3. Since the online education system (A) / has been poorly designed, (B) / 

there are not many institute (C) / that offer this facility. (D) / No error (E) 
A. Since the online education system 

B. has been poorly designed,  

C. there are not many institute 

D. that offer this facility. 

E. No error 

 



 

 

4. After careful scrutiny of the report (A) / variety mistakes that had been 

(B) / made by the research (C) / department were found. (D) / No error (E) 

A. After careful scrutiny of the report 

B. variety mistakes that had been 

C. made by the research 

D. department were found. 

E. No error 

 

5. His industrious nature (A) / and calm temperament (B) / have endeared 

him (C) / to one's colleagues and superiors. (D) / No error (E) 
A. His industrious nature 

B. and calm temperament 

C. have endeared him 

D. to one's colleagues and superiors. 

E. No error 

 

6. Since the tenant failed (A) / to pay his rent on time (B) / the landlord 

denied him (C) / access to the premise. (D) / No error (E) 

A. Since the tenant failed 

B. to pay his rent on time 

C. the landlord denied him 

D. access to the premise. 

E. No error 

 

7. Today most employees complain (A) / of suffering for the stress (B) / of 

attending to (C) / rude customers all day. (D) / No error (E) 

A. Today most employees complain 

B. of suffering for the stress 

C. of attending to 

D. rude customers all day. 

E. No error 

 

8. The judge has directed to (A) / the accused and the complainant (B) / 

not to interfere with (C) / the witness in any manner. (D) / No error (E) 
A. The judge has directed to 



 

 

B. the accused and the complainant 

C. not to interfere with 

D. the witness in any manner. 

E. No error 

 

9. The main advantage India has (A) / over other countries is (B) / its large 

human capital which (C) / make it an ideal outscoring base. (D) / No error 

(E) 

A. The main advantage India has 

B. over other countries is 

C. its large human capital which 

D. make it an ideal outscoring base. 

E. No error 

 

10. Manasi is too busy (A) / in her current (B) / programme to take (C) / up 

any new one. (D) / No error (E) 

A. Manasi is too busy 

B. in her current 

C. programme to take 

D. up any new one. 

E. No error  

  



 

 

Correct Answers: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

A D C B D D B A D B 

 

Explanations: 

1. 
Correct sentence is: 

She was asked to write a report about the meeting that she attended yesterday. 

Hence, option A is correct. 

 

2. 
In part D, 'to easy' must be replaced with the infinitive 'to ease' which means 'to 

make something easy'.  

Hence, option D is correct. 

 

3. 
In part C, the noun 'institute' has to be in its plural form that is 'institutes' as the 

adjective 'many' before it suggests that there are more than one institute.  

Hence, option C is correct. 

  

4. 
In part B, the noun 'variety' must be replaced with the adjective 'various' as it is 

adding information to the noun 'mistakes'.  

Hence, option B is correct. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

5. 
In part D, the possessive adjective 'one's' must be replaced with 'his' to make it a 

grammatically correct sentence. 

Rule: A possessive adjective has to be in agreement with the noun or pronoun it is 

relating to. 

Ex. We must do our work in time. 

Ex. One should respect one's parents. 

Ex. Tani always blows her top. 

Ex. Vibhor asks him his name. 

Hence, option D is correct. 

 

6. 

In part D, the noun 'premise' which means 'an idea' must be replaced with 'premises' 

which means 'land or buildings' to make it a grammatically correct sentence. 

Hence, option D is correct. 

 

7. 

The idiom 'To suffer from something' means to endure or experience 

unpleasantness, a disease, or a health condition. 

Ex. Varun is suffering from the flu.  

In part B, the preposition 'for' hence must be replaced with 'from' to make it a 

grammatically correct sentence. 

Note: There's no error in part C as 'attending to' means 'to dealing with'. 

Hence, option B is correct. 

  

8. 

In part A, the preposition 'to' after the verb 'directed' must be dropped to make it a 

grammatically correct sentence. 

'To direct someone' means 'to give directions to somone'. 

Ex. I directed my friend not to drink too much at the party. 

Hence, option A is correct. 

  

 



 

 

 

9. 
In part D, the verb 'make' must be replaced with 'makes' as the subject before it 

'large human capital' is singular in number. 

Hence, option D is correct. 

  

10. 
In part B, the preposition 'in' must be replaced with 'with' to make it a grammatically 

correct sentence. 

Meaning: If you are busy with something, you are busy dealing with it. 

Hence, option B is correct. 
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